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Abstract 
Stys, T., A finite-difference scheme overconvergent at certain mesh points, Journal of Computational and 
Applied Mathematics 42 (19921233-243. 
In this paper, a quasilinear elliptic equation in two variables x and y is approximated by a semidissrete 
scheme discrete with respect to the variable x. This semidiscrete scheme has a truncation error O(h*) at the 
odd mesh points lh, 3h, 5h,. . . , (2N - 1)h and 0(h4) at the even mesh points 2h, 4h,...,(2N -2)h; 2Nh = 1. 
It is proved that the semidiscrete scheme is O(h4) globally convergent with the rate of error decaying y = 2. A 
full O(h4) discretization is obtained by a tri-point finite-difference scheme related with the variable y. The 
system of algebraic equations which arises from the fully discrete scheme has sparse block matrix and is solved 
by the Gauss block elimination method. Numerical results illustrating the method are given. 
Keywords: Finite-difference method, local convergence, quasilinear elliptic equation. 
1. Introduction 
Let us consider an approximation of the second derivative u,,(x, y) of a function u(x, y) by 
the following finite-difference operator: 
I 
1 
h2 ( 
U&_ 1 -2ui+Ui+l)_ if i= I, 3, 5,...,2N- 1, 
( Lh,.r”Ji = l 
-( -Ui_2 + 16Ui_ I- 3Oui + 16Ui+ I- Ui+z), 
12h2 
\ if i=2,4,6 ,..., 2N-2, 
where 2Nh = 1 and Zii = u(ih, y> for i = 0, 1,. . . ,2N, 0 <y < 1. 
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It is well known that the finite-difference operator La,, has 0(/z’) truncation error at the 
odd mesh points lh, 312, 5h, . . . , (2N- l)h and 0(h4) at the remaining even mesh points 
211, 4h , . . . ,2 N - 2, provided that the function 14(x, y) is six times continuously differentiable 
with respect to x for each y E [0, I]. 
In [1,7], a finite-difference approximation of the second derivative u,, which has 0(h2) 
truncation error at the two mesh points h and 1 -h and 0(h4) truncation error at the mesh 
points 2h, 3h,...,(2N - 2)h is considered. In [l] it is proved that an O(h’) truncation error at 
the two points h and 1 - h does not destroy 0(h4) global convergence of a finite-difference 
scheme for the equation 
d’u( x) 
-++s(x)u(x)=r(x), o<x< 1. 
dx* 
This result is extended to a quasilinear parabolic equation in [7]. We shall show that O(h*) 
truncation error at more than two mesh points may also not destroy O(h”) global convergence 
of a finite-difference scheme. However, in that case, the rate of error decaying is two, i.e., 
where h, and hz are mesh-steps. 
Below, we shall consider t:te finite-difference operator L,,, to approximate the following 
boundary value problem: 
with the boundary condition 
u(x, Y) =g(x, Y), on ML (2) 
where 30 is the boundary of 0 = (0, 1) X (0, 1). 
Let us note that the boundary problem (11, (2) has a unique regular solution, if the the 
following assumptions are satisfied (cf. [3, p.3051): 
(a) the given function fc x, y, p) is continuous for ix, y ) E In, - 00 < p < 00, and continuously 
differentiable with respect to the variable p, and its partial derivative is nonnegative, i.e., 
af(x9 Y9 P) 
aP 
20, forall (x, y)Ea, -W<JY<~J; 
(b) the function g(x, y) is continuous on the boundary afl of 0. 
In order to prove O(h’) global convergence of the semidiscrete scheme (4), we assume that 
the boundary value problem Cl), (2) possesses a unique solution u( x, y ) which is six times 
continuously differentiable in the domain 0. So that, we shall assume additionally that 
f(x, y, u) is a four times continuously differentiable function for (x, y) E 0 and - 00 < p < 00. 
We shall apply the tri-point 0(h4) convergent Numerov’s method (cf. [4, p.2551) related with 
the variable y to the semidiscrete scheme (4). The fully discrete scheme (28) (cf. Section 41, 
obtained in this way, is also 0(h4) globally convergent and its efficiency is comparable with the 
well-known nine-point finite-difference scheme. The system of algebraic equations (34) that 
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arises from the discretization has a sparse block matrix and, in the example, is solved by the 
Gauss block elimination method (cf. [2, p.1031). 
2. Semidiscrete scheme 
!n order to approximate the boundary value problem (l), (21, we introduce the following 
notations: 
xi =ih, Yj =jh, i, j=O, l,..., 2N, 2Nh=l, 
01, = ((xi, yj): i, j= 1, 2,...,2N- 11, afl, = [(Xi, Yj): (Xi, yj) Eafi), 
l’i = L’( Xi, Y), L’ij = L’( Xi’, Yj), i, j=O, l,... ,2N, O<y<l. 
The finite-difference operator L,l,,, introduced in Section 1, approximates the second deriva- 
tive II,, of a six times continuously differentiable function u(x, y) with the truncation error 
indicated in the following formula: 
(3) . 
where 
-h2 a4U(ei, Y) 
L . a_ a__ a 
l2 ax4 ’ 
Xi-1 <5i <Xi+l, z = 1, J,...,ZN - 1, 
-ha a6U(Siy Y) 
90 ax6 ’ xi-2 <si<Xi+3, i=2, 4,...,2N-2. 
Thus, we may approximate the boundary value problem (0, (2) by the following semidiscrete 
scheme: 
d’L’i 
- + (L,*,wLl)i=f(Xi, yp Lli), 
dy= 
i= 1, 2,...,2N- 1, O<J < 1, 
L’i(“) =g(xi, O)Y L’i(l) =g(xi, l)Y i=O, l,..., 2N, 
(4) 
q)(Y) = 0, L’ZN( Y) = 0, O,<y<l. 
The semidiscrete boundary problem (41 possesses a unique solution. This may be established 
with use of the maximum principle (see [6, p.331) which is applicable to the system of equations 
(4). 
3. Convergence of the semidiscrete scheme 
Let Zi( y) = Lli( y> - U( Xi, y) be the error of the method, where u = u(x, y) is the solution of 
the original boundary value problem (l), (2) six times continuously differentiable in the domain 
0 and L’i = L’i( y) is the solution of the semidiscrete scheme (4). 
The following theorem holds. 
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Theorem 1. The solution v of the semidiscrete boundary value problem (4) converges to the 
so&ion u of the boundary value problem (11, (21 and the error z satisfies the inequality 
where K is a generic constant independent of h, and 11 z 11 is the analogue of the norm in the 
L!?W) space i e , l ‘9 
Proof. Let US substitute into (4) Oi = Ui + zi. Then, we obtain the following equation for the 
error Zi( y): 
d2zi 
- + tLh.xzli - 
af(xi9 Y9 z4i + @izi) 
dy’ aP 
zi = *h,itYJ~ 
0<8,<1, i=l,2,...,2N-1, O<y<l, 
with the homogeneous boundary cokitions. 
NOW, we rewrite (5) in the following matrix form: 
d2z 
--fMz=#, O<y<l, 
dy’ 
where 
z = 21, z2, ( . . . . zz’h’+ 9 1 # = (h,.,? k,2., - . . ‘) k,2N- A 
M=A +C, C=diagonal 
afl af2 
-,- ,..., - 
aP aP 
1 
A =- 
12h2 
24 -12 0 0 0 0 l ** 
-16 30 -16 1 0 0 ..a 
0 -12 24 -12 0 0 *.. 
0 1 -16 30 -16 1 ... 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
0 0 (j 0 ;, 0 . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -*- - 
(5) 
(6) 
0 o- 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0. (8) . . . . 
30 -1; 
12 24_ 
Let us multiply both sides of (6) by the matrix 
H = diagonal( h’, 1, h”, 1,. . . , 12’). 
Then, we obtain 
d2z 
H- 
dy’ 
- HMz = Ht,b. 
Below, we shall consider error functional 
R2=(Hz, z)=hJz;+z;+h4z;+ ..* +~f,,,_~+h~z;,,,+ 
(9) 
(10) 
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so that we may represent the error z as z = sR, where s is the vector z resealed :o unity such 
that (Hs, s) = 1. So, we have 
d*i d*R ds dR d*s 
dy* 
-+2---i-R- 
-Sdy2 dy dy dy”’ 
Hence from (9), 
d*R ds clR 
Hs- 
dy* 
+2H--+ 
dY dY 
-HMs R=H+. 
) 
Because 
(Hs,s)=l, (s,H$)=O and (s,H$)+($,H$)=O, 
the error functional R satisfies the following equation ‘: 
(11) 
(12) 
Let us note that the matrix HM satisfies the inequality (HMA, A) a 0 for every real A. 
Therefore, the coefficient at R in (12) is nonpositive. Thus, by the maximum principle, the 
error functional R satisfies the following inequality: 
(13) 
where K is a constant independent of h, 
By Cauchy’s inequality, we have 
. (14) 
From the estimate for $ (cf. (3)), we obtain 
Hence, by (13)~(15), 
h4z2+z2+h4z2+ .-- +z* 1 2 3 2N_2 + h4Z;+, < KNhx. 
Therefore, the error zi satisfies the following inequalities: 
’ Equation (12) originates from forming the scalar product ((ll), s? 
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we shall rigorously estimate the error zi for odd i = 1,3, . . . ,2 N - 1. Namely, let us write 
r odd i= 1, 3,...,2N- 1: 
d’,, ‘T zi-I -2Zj +tj+l 
dy’ + h’ 
-ciZi=~~,,i, i= 1, 3,...,2N- 1. (18) 
ultiplying both sides of the ith equation in (18) by It*zi and then integrating with respect to 
the variable y, we obtain 
1 d*zi 
“‘l, Zidy’dy + /‘(zi-, 
0 
- 22; + zi+ i)ti dy - h*/‘C;Zf dy = h*~‘$,~,;*i dy. 
0 0 
Because 
Ci 2 0 and 
/ 
1 d’zi 
-dy= - o ‘i dy’ 
therefore from ( 19) 
0 d 2 / ‘z; dy < -h’/‘&.;z; dy + /‘(z;_, + z;, I)zi dy, 0 U 0 
for i= I,3 ,..., 2N- 1. 
Evidently, from (201, we have 
-h* 5 jl~,~,~;-~z~;-, dy + t j1(z2;e2 +z2i)z2i_I dy. 
i=’ 0 j=’ 0 
Hence, by Cauchy’s inequality, 
N 1 
l/2 
2 : /‘z;;_, dy 
W 
z 
h.Zi- 1 dv 
j=l 0 i=l O 
+( i zi-2 dYj"2+ ( &Llzii dy)“*. 
Let us note that the truncation error Icl,,,i( y) (see (3)) satisfies the following inequality: 
( 
IN 
l/2 
Ic 
+,f.ri- 1 dY 
I 
< Kflh2. 
0 ;=I 
Therefore, from ( 17), (22) and (23) we have 
Fkdly. from ( 17) and (24). we get the following error estimate: 
II z II d KP, 
where K is a generic constant independent of h. •I 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
( 3) 2, 
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4. Fully discrete scheme 
In order to approximate the semidiscrete boundary value problem (41, we use the tri-point 
Numerov’s finite-difference scheme (cf. [4, p.2551). Namely, let ui( y ), i = 1, 2, . . . ,2N - 1, be 
the solution of (4) six times continuously differentiable for y E [0, 11. Then 
d4 Uij d2( Lh,xv)ij 
-=- 
dY4 dY2 
+ d2fij 
dY2 
and 
1 
h2 vij-1 ( 
d*Vij h* d4Vij h4 dhVi( si) 
-2Vij+“ij+I)=-+12du4+- 
dY2 360 dy” ’ 
(25) 
(26) 
for certain (j E ( yj_ 1, yj+ 11, and L’ij 
Also, we have 
=vi(yj)’ fij=f(XI, yj, Uij), i, j= 1, 2,...,2N- 1. 
d*~ij 1 
(f 
h* d4fij 
dy’ =h’ ii-1 - 2fij +fij+ I) - 12 dy4 + 0Ch4), 
d2C Lh,xv Jij {I2 d4( Lx,lP)ij 
dY2 
- 2( LX,hL!)ij + ( Lx,hU)ij+ I] - 12 dy4 + 0(h4). 
Hence, by (25) and (26), the solution v satisfies the difference equation 
1 
G(‘ij- 1 - 2Vij + L’ij+ 1) = - hL,,,,( vij-l + loL'ij + uij+ 1) 
+A(fij--* + ‘Ofij+fij+*) ++hijy (27) 
for i, j = 1, 2, a . . ,2 N - 1, where the truncation error +,l,ij = 0Ch4).’ 
Cancelling the truncation error in (2’9, we arrive at the following finite-difference scheme: 
1 
iy(wij-l - 2Wij + Wij+l) = --~$L/~,x( wij-l + 10wij + wij+l) 
++(fij-* + i”f;j+fij-l)Y 
for i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,2N - 1, with the boundary conlition 
Wij=gij, for (Xi, )‘j) E alfl. 
Let us denote by 
1 
(28) 
Alt,ywij~ 122[w~j_*-2wij+Wij+l], i, j= 1, 2,...,2N-l. 
Then, we may write (28) as follows: 
-‘h,ywij = hLh,x[ h2A /l,pwij + 12w;j] - A[ h2A/r,yfrj + 12fij]T 
for i. j= 1, 2 ,..., 2N- 1. 
(29) 
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ow, we estimate the error eij = Wij - L’ij, i, j = 0, 1,. . . , _ VV, in the norm of the Hilbert’s 
space I-I,:, where H,: is the set of all discrete functions given on m/1 = (0, h, 2h,. . . ,2 Nh} which 
vanish at the ends of the interval [O, 11, with the inner product 
Zh’- 1 
(V,W)=h c l$M$ V,WeHf, 
i=l 
and with the norm: 
*iv- 1 
c F*, VEH:. 
i = I 
Evidently, the error Ei = (0, eil, eiz, . . . , ei,zN_ !, 0) E Hf, for i = 0, 1,. . . ,2N. Substituting Wij = 
6?ii + l’~j, i, j = 1, 2,. . . , 2 N - 1, in (29), we obtain the following equation: 
- nh.yeij = ikhZLiz.x Ah.yeij + ‘R.xeij + ~It,ij~ (30) 
for i, j= 1,2 ,..., 2N- l,or 
(31) 
Next, let us multiply (31) by Ei in the sense of the inner product of Hl. Then 
Tfi_e n---- YpGrdtOr L,* x . yields the coherent matrix -A (cf. @)I, so that 
(&,K V)=(-Mf, I/)<0 and (L,,xA,,,v, v)=(L,,,1~[,fV, A~$f)~0, . . ._ . . 9 
for any I/= (0, V,, Vz,. . . , V&,_ *, 0) E Ht. 
Since the eigenvalues of the operator -A,t.y, 
4 
A, = zsin’( ikah) 2 8, k = 1, 2,. . . ,2N - 1, 
therefore 
Hence, by (32) and Cauchy’s inequality? 
IIziII <bII+,liII <Kh4, i= 1,2,...,2N- 1, . 
where the generic constant K is independent of h and the norm 
(33) 
IIE,II -= 
d 
& 
ZN- 1 
.z e;, i=l,2 ,..., 2N-1. 
/=I 
The system of algebraic equations (28) has the following matrix form: 
Gw=F, (34) 
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where the vector-columns w and F of dimension p = (2 N - 1) x (2 N - 1) are 
j = 1, 2,..., 2N - 1, and the tri-diagonal block matrix 
Q s 0 0 0 0 l *’ 0 0 0 o- 
S Q S 0 0 0 l . . 0 0 0 0 
0 S Q S 0 0 -0. 0 0 0 0 
G= . . . . . . . . . . 
I_ () 0 . 6 0 . 0  . i, 0. 0  . (j 0 . . --- . . 0  . s 0 . ; S Q,x, i .1 
-528 120 0 0 0 *** 0 0 
160 -588 160 -10 0 *.* 0 0 
Q=& 0 ’. -10 20 . -528 160 .
120 0 ..* 0 0 
-588 . 160 . ... 0 . 0 . , . . . . . . 
b il 0 0 ;, . . . -588 16;) 
0 0 0 0 0 *.* 120 - 528 2N-l)X(2N-1) 
i 120 16 114 2 16 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
1. 
S =- 1 8 
12 120 12 0 
l .a. *.. em 
0 
-1 16 114 16 
-0 l 
0 
0 1 
. 
144 . . : . : . . .
. . 
;, (j 0 0 i, . . . 114 16 
0 0 0 0 0 l .* 12 0 I 120 (2N- 1)x(2N- 1) 
In the example, the system of equations with the tri-diagonal block matrix G is solved by the 
Causs block elimination method (cf. [2, p.103]). 
Example 2. Let us consider the following elliptic equation: 
241 
a*u a*u 
axz+-=- aY* (2 + ~*y(l -y)) sin(nx), 
242 
Table 1 
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I 
iii 0.02787 0.05956 0.065@5 0.07435 0.07745 0.00006 0.00012 0.00016 0.00018 0.00019 
1 IO 0.05301 0.09425 OL371 0.14140 0.14729 0.00011 0.00021 0.00028 0.00033 0.00034 
\ iii 0.07297 0.12975 0.17031 0.19465 0.20276 0.00016 0.00030 0.00041 0.00048 0.00051 
J zi 0.08577 0.1525O 0.20017 0.22878 0.23832 0.00018 0.00033 0.00045 0.00053 0.00055 
> iii 0.09020 0.16038 0.21051 0.24060 0.25063 0.00020 0.00038 0.00051 0.00060 0.00063 
The theoretical solution: I(= y(l - p) sidrrx). 
Absolute error: max(dih, _ihb- We,] = 0.00063 when II= 6. 
Maximum of the truncation error = $r’h’ = 0.0203. 
for (x, y ) E 0, with homogeneous Dirichlet’s boundary condition 
u(x, u)=O, 
for Cx, y) E 0. 
The above boundary problem possesses a unique theoretical solution 
U(X, y) =y(l -y) sin(xx), 
which is symmetric about the point (0.5, 0.5). The numerical solution Wij, i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
along with the absolute errors 
Eij(h)=Lfij-Wij, i, j=O, 1,..*,2N, 
are given in Table 1. 
In Table 2, we present the maximum of absolute errors E(h) = max,jEij(h) and the root-mean 
square errors 
1 ZN- 1 
a(h) 
=- 
2N II 
C( Uij - Wij)’ , 
i.j= I 
evahszted for different mesh-steps. 
Let us note that both errors e(h) = 0(h4) and o(h) = O(h4) (cf. Tables 1,2) satisfy the thesis 
of Theorem 1. However, they fail to satisfy the principle of proportionality: 
for y = 4. But, one may observe that they satisfy the principle for y = 2. This is due to the 
alternating order (two or four) of the truncation error ~,,.i (cf. (3)). In fact, the second 
Table 2 
h 1 1 
z 
I 
Ti -iG 
e(h) 0.00 1856 0.000 922 0.000 625 
UUZ) 0.000 855 0.000 477 0.000 304 
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derivative of the truncation error ~,,,i does not exist at the point h = 0. Consequently, the 
second derivatives of e(h) and a(h) do not exist at h = 0, too. On the other hand, to use the 
yiinciple for y = 4, we assume the following: 
E(0) = E’(0) = En(o) = e”‘(O) = 0 and a(O) = a’(O) = o”(O) = o”‘(O) = 0. 
So, the above conditions are not met by the finite-difference scheme when y = 4. However, we 
observe that 
E(0) = E’(0) = 0, a(0) = a’(0) = 0 
and 
E’(h) 
limo sup 7 Z 0, 
WG 
+ 
Pm0 sup 7 # 0. 
-_) 
Therefore, the finite-difference scheme holds the principle for y = 2. Indeed, from the formula 
Y = r(h,, h2) = 
log(W% P(W) 
log(W&) ’ 
we have 
y($, $) =2.0285, 7(X, A) =2.0243, y(+, A) =2.0188. 
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